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Contemporary Geoscientists of China 

By George Tsang (Hong Kong), CPG 

—————————————— 

JIN, Xiang-long (金翔龙院士-中国海底地球科学之父)* 

(Father of Submarine Geosciences of China) 

Interview at Professor JIN’s office 

Professor JIN is regarded as the pioneer, 

founder or probably the “Father of 

Submarine Geosciences of China”. He is the 

founder of marine geology, especially the 

geophysics of submarine geosciences of 

China.  

He was born in Nanjing city in November 

29, 1934. When he was young, he was 

naughty and dreaming. His hobby includes 

reading extra-curriculum books in his high 

school period, especially those concerning 

adventures, such as “History of the 

Expedition in Asia 1927-1935” (Chinese 

version) written by Sven Anders Hedin. 

Definitely, his school record was not good. 

He decided to catch up the course in the last 

two years of high school under his plan 

-“schedule the time” which succeeded to 

lead the class in only three weeks. 

A master from humble family 

The father of Professor JIN passed away 

when he was ten years old, he spent his 

youth in Chongqing, his parents gave birth 

          Interview at his office 

 

to six children, he has an elder sister and a 

younger sister, he is the youngest brother. 

The eldest brother stopped his schooling in 

high school to earn the income for the 

family with their mother. The family moved 

to Nanjing in 1945, the eldest brother was 

able to go back to school when the burden 

of family was not heavy. 

Professor JIN made his first choice on 

geology in the college entrance examination 

simply because he loved adventures, he 

thought he had a lot of chances to travel, 

such as to Xinjiang. He was admitted to 

Beijing Geological College (recent China 

University of Geosciences) where the 

geology department belonged to engineering 

section under Russian system with courses 

including materials, projection etc., the 

young JIN detested those courses. During 

this period, he was found by his roommate 

that he displayed the science fiction novels 

on the bed, such as “Plutonia” written by 

Russian geologist, Vladimir Obruchev.  
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Sea test in Thousand Islands Lake, Hangzhou 

His love of novels more than the school 

assignments won him a warning from 

school when he was immersing in novels 

during examination preparation period. 

Another warning and mark deduction was 

imposed during his internship in Da Tong, 

Shanxi. We could see his mind was not so 

stable during his college life. 

Professor JIN was good in Russian, he could 

read the classic Russian novels. He 

attributed his success to having good 

teachers, such as WANG, Yu-jin (王语今) 

who was one of the authors of the famous 

Chinese-Russian dictionary and the early 

Russian language expert. The teacher told 

JIN not to attend the Russian language class 

any more, JIN was exempted from the 

foreign language requirement. Nevertheless, 

JIN was advised to read two books, “Greek 

mythology” and “Bible” as the teacher told 

him that he would never master the 

language if he did not know any western 

cultural background.  

Another hobby of young JIN was “travel”, 

he spent most of his time to visit over the 

countryside of old Beijing during his studies 

there. He recalled his field trip in Chai Da 

Mu (柴达木) basin, Qinghai, he used a 

simple compass and foot steps to determine 

the location and distance, he rode on the 

camel and used oil drum to save water. The 

geological data was still blank at that time 

except a few information provided by SUN, 

Dian-qing ( 孙 殿 卿 ), the director of 

Department of Geological Mechanics, the 

survey report finally became the thesis of 

JIN- “The geological structural of Chai Da 

Mu”.

      Field trip at South pole in 2009 

 

At the age of 76, he visited South pole and 

last year he visited North pole at Norway.  

 

Misery in Cultural Revolution 

Professor JIN was incarcerated in a jail or 

“cowshed” in Chinese term. His spinal was 

seriously hurt which remained a sequela up 

to this moment. His wife was also detained 

somewhere, his 5 year-old son carried his 3 

year-old daughter on back to look for food 

from the garbage bin. The misery did not 

defeat the master, Professor JIN secretly 

reviewed his mathematics, listened to the 

foreign broadcast to learn foreign language 

which might crown him a cap of 

“anti-revolution”.  

Fuel in Old China 

Professor recalled his memory about the 

fuel situation in old China. The supply of oil 

was cut because of the broken down of the 

relationship between USSR and China. 

Some vehicles were using coal gas, some 

carried furnaces at the back to produce 

dynamics from burning charcoal for the 

south-west transportation. The situation did 

not improve until the years of Pacific War, 

oil was imported from Burma. “Looking for 
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oil” became the most urgent matter of 

China. 

 

Working in office 

Marching towards ocean 

Professor JIN had been requesting his 

supervisors at the graduation eve to send 

him to the desert in the western China or 

Tibet, but the fascination of ocean finally 

overrode everything nevertheless no marine 

geological investigation had been done at 

that time. His interest to work for ocean was 

supported by his teachers, MA, Xing-yuan 

(马杏垣) and WANG, Hong-Jin (王鸿祯). 

MA said “the road from desert to ocean is 

quite right”. MA and his student WU, 

Zheng-wen (吴正文) were the teachers of 

Premier WEN, Jia-bao (温家宝). WANG 

referred the young JIN to TONG, Di-zhou 

(童第周) and ZENG, Cheng-kui (曾呈奎) 

who were the director and vice director of 

Marine Biology Research Institute 

respectively (Recent Institute of Oceanology, 

Chinese Academy of Sciences). ZENG was 

an expert in marine biology, but he 

promised to provide all necessary facilities 

for JIN to develop the marine geosciences. 

Besides, the brother of JIN was the assistant 

of WANG at that time who passed away 

recently. 

The first seismic cross- sectional profile of 

Chinese ocean 

Professor was so proud to recall its first task 

to obtain the first Chinese seismic 

cross-sectional profile of ocean. They used 

an auxiliary naval ship as the exploration 

ship, then borrowed the first Chinese made 

seismograph from Petroleum Department; 

land dynamite and detonator were used, so 

they used condoms to wrap the detonator 

and dynamite, the interior linings of basket 

balls were used as buoys. In order to 

generate the rapid explosion of the dynamite 

which happened two minutes per cycle, 

Professor JIN chose to bite out the rubber 

insulator of the wire instead of using pliers 

which resulted in his damaged teeth in the 

subsequent years. The group also prepared a 

cable of length 1~ 2 km for acquisition of 

seismic waves reflected from stratum 

interface under the seabed. Everything was 

the ice-break in Chinese undersea oil 

exploration history, they were educated by 

the respective experts how to use the 

instruments. However, this was the first 

marine seismic cross- sectional profile of 

China, the Long Kou- Qin Huang Dao (龙

口-秦皇岛) in 1959. It was obviously done 

under the effort of Professor JIN who 

travelled through different departments and 

cities to get the approval and support. 

“Science No. 1” (科学一号) exploration 

ship 

In the early eighties of last century, 

Professor JIN led the design and 

construction of an exploration ship with 

displacement of 3,324 tons, “Science No.1” 

which used the technology that greatly 

reduced the scientific gap between U.S. and 

China as it loaded 3 sets of advance 

computers for the collection and 

management of geophysics data. Other 

facilities included three level control 

systems, satellite positioning, air gun sound 
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source, Telseis I remote seismic system, 

DFS-V digital seismograph, Raytheon 

10,000 meters grade fathometer, CHHK2 

marine proton precession magnetometer etc. 

Beside the deep sea drilling ship 

Application for UN polymetallic nodules 

mining zone in Pacific ocean 

Professor JIN was assigned to represent 

China to attend the technical review meeting 

of United Nations for the application of 

China for a mining zone of polymetallic 

nodules in Pacific ocean in December 1990. 

The meeting was chaired by the UN 

assistant secretary-general, Mr. Nandan. The 

meeting resulted in the granting of 150,000 

km
2
 enriched mining zone in east Pacific 

Ocean for China. It is located at the depth of 

4900~ 5400 meters in south-east of Hawaii 

archipelago which made China as the “fifth 

pioneer investor country” of the world. The 

zone was estimated to have 11,175 x 10,000 

tons of manganese, 406 x 10,000 tons of 

copper, 514 x 10,000 tons of nickel and 98 x 

10,000 tons of cobalt. Professor JIN signed 

on behalf of China on the approval papers in 

UN. 

Up to this year, 2013, China has been 

granted three permits of submarine mining 

zones in the three oceans, Pacific Ocean, 

Atlantic Ocean and India Ocean 

respectively. 

Natural gas hydrate 

Professor JIN led the group in studying the 

“Potential natural gas hydrate resources in 

submarine of East China sea” which 

resulted in the discovery of “combustible 

ice” in that area. The reserve is estimated to 

be highly economical from the study of the 

stable belts and distribution of the 

combustible ice. 

 

      On broad of an exploration ship 

 

Professor JIN said, “I have devoted my life 

to the submarine geosciences of my country, 

I have no regret”. Yes, the master was 

created through his selfless contribution to 

science, to his people. The submarine 

geosciences of China was blank before him. 

He is fully deserved to the title of “Father of 

submarine geosciences of China”. 

 

Academic appointments 

Professor JIN graduated from Beijing 

Geological College in 1956. He had been 

working in Institute of Oceanology of 

Chinese Academy of Sciences from 1957- 

1985, then he moved to the Second Institute 

of Oceanography of State Oceanic 

Administration until now. 

 

Professor JIN was elected as academician of 

Chinese Academy of Engineering in 1997. 

He was a committee member of Chinese 
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Geophysical Society, member of China 

lithosphere committee, Science Committee 

member of China Integrated Ocean Drilling 

Program, member of Science Steering & 

Evaluation Panel of JOIDES (Joint 

Oceanographic Institutions for Deep Earth 

Sampling) and representative of ABLOS of 

IOC, UNESCO. He is the vice president of 

Oceanic Geological Society of China and 

director of Key Laboratory of Submarine 

Geosciences of State Oceanic 

Administration.  

 

Professor JIN is currently PhD supervisor 

and professor of Institute of Oceanology of 

Chinese Academy of Sciences, Zhejiang 

University, China University of Geosciences 

(Beijing & Wuhan), and honorary president 

of College of Resource and Environment 

engineering in Shandong University of 

Technology.  

      Acceptance of professorship 

 

“People will support your activity if it is in 

line with their interests”, “Don’t read the 

stubborn books, be flexible”, the professor 

says to his students. 

 

The professor told the author, there are two 

food chains cycles in nature, one is “black 

ocean” which is operated under chemical 

synthesis, inorganic matters are converted 

into organic matters, no light is involved, 

high temperature, living things survive 

under toxic environment with H2S. This 

environment is similar to the early stage of 

the planet, large creatures are found, it is 

found in the deep ocean nowadays. Another 

cycle is “blue ocean” , it is the scenery we 

see where the cycle is under photosynthesis, 

weak is eaten by strong. 

In a conference 

According to the professor, the previous 

theory says only “fast spreading ridges” 

accumulate minerals, but his observation is 

that even “slow spreading ridges” bear 

minerals which is verified in his air gun 

research in the Indian Ocean. 

Fields of exploration 

Professor JIN spent most of his time in 

studying the submarine of shallow 

continental shelf, he started the geophysical 

survey and submarine geology study for 

Bohai (渤海)，Yellow sea and East China 

sea; He was the first one to obtain the 

confirmed evidences of the characteristics of 

deep sea continental and oceanic crusts in 

South China sea, he found ferromanganese 

concretions in the area. He proposed his 

unique points about the development and 

evolution of the China continental shelf, 

Okinawa trough and its nearby zones which 

have got the support from his peers 

worldwide.  

Professor JIN predicted the two sedimentary 

structures in northern China and Korea 
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bearing petroleum through his site 

investigations using magnetic method in 

articles published in the early years after 

Cultural Revolution. He also predicted the 

oil and gas reserve in East China sea. The 

predictions were proved to be correct in the 

subsequent years. 

We can see the master was not a good 

student when he was young, he was always 

dreaming that made him a little difference 

from others, he got some strange ideas from 

the novels. He bore a mind of “searching oil 

for country” as other geologists at that time, 

but he turned his eyes to the sea which 

finally resulted in his brilliant life. His life 

in Cultural Revolution was miserable and 

sad. He was almost drowned in one of the 

sea expeditions in Bohai (渤海 ) in the 

winter of 1958. His experience of success 

would probably give hopes to the young 

naughty children. 

Future development of oceanic research 

Professor said 80% of instruments for ocean 

exploration in China came from abroad, so 

China should develop her research in the 

design and production of the concerned 

instruments. The ocean exploration would 

probably at the front line of science in the 

coming years. He disclosed that Zhejiang 

University is going to set up an Institute of 

Oceanology which will comprise all fields 

of marine research including the 

engineering and he is the director of marine 

research center in university. He said the 

marine geosciences is like a three storey 

building, now we have entered the middle 

floor, the future depends on our young 

people. 

Prizes and awards 

National Science & Technology Progress 

Award (first and second classes) and 

Science award (second class) of China 

Academy of Sciences; Science & 

Technology Progress Award (Two times of 

first class and one time of second class) of 

State Oceanic Administration; Personal 

advance award of National Key Technology 

Research and Development Program of 

China during the “8th Five-Year Plan”；

Guanghua Engineering Science and 

Technology Award；Outstanding award of 

innovation of oceanic achievement of State 

Oceanic Administration etc. 

 

Articles and monographs 

Professor JIN has published more than 80 

articles since 1980 and 3 monographs since 

1990. Some publications are listed below: 

 

Geophysical investigation of structures 

beneath the Okinawa trough, [J], 

Seismology and Geology, 1983, 5(1):42; 

The satellite altimetry gravity field and the 

geodynamic feature in the west Pacific [J]. 

Marine Geology & Quaternary Geology, 

2001, 21(1):1-6; The Development of 

Technique of Marine Geophysics [J]. 

Journal of East China Geological Institute, 

2004, 27(1):6-13; Establish a Sound 

Management System of Marine Functional 

Zoning, [J]. Ocean Development and 

Management, 2008, 25(6); Ocean, marine 

economy and human future [J]. Journal of 

Marine Sciences, 2006, 24(2):1-7; Sequence 

Division and Sedimentary Evolution of 

Cenozoic in the Middle Shenhu -Yitong 

Ansha Uplift ， ACTA 

SEDIMENTOLOGICA SINICA， 2002， 

volume 20，No.04, p.545-551; Geological 

characteristics of Co-rich crusts from the 

Mid-Pacific Seamounts Area，DONGHAI 

MARINE SCIENCE，2002，Volume 20， 

No. 03, P.11-23; The analysis on research 

state of submarine mineral resources and the 

proposal on Chinese exploration of the 

submarine mineral, DONGHAI MARINE 
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SCIENCE, 2003, Volume 21, No. 01, P.1-4； 

The prospect of seabed classification 

technology, DONGHAI MARINE 

SCIENCE, 2004,Volume 22, No.03, P.28-33; 

Discovery of ferromanganese crust 

boundary and its genetic and ore 

prospecting significance, Journal of 

Zhejiang University: Science, 2005,Vol 6 A, 

No. 7, P.656-662; Rhythmic growth of 

Pacific ferromanganese nodules and their 

Milankovitch climatic origin, EARTH AND 

PLANETARY SCIENCE LETTERS, 

2003,Vol 211, No.1-2, P.143-157. 

*This article was supposed to be published in 

the newsletter of Geological Society of Hong 

Kong of volume 19, issue3, November, 2013, 

but it was held due to some unexpected 

reasons.  


